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• Fits to t-tbar differential cross sections

Full correlation information between spectra available

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-

PUB-2018-017/

• Some reflections on the strangeness issue – as reported in the Nov 13th

meeting of the EWWG----in the second file

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-017/
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Fits to t-tbar differential distributions now public

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-

2018-017/

https://www.hepdata.net/record/84154

Lepton+jets 8 TeV data  from arXIV:1511.04716, di lepton data: arXiv:1607.07281 

Top data exists as normalised and absolute spectra . 

Absolute also carries information on the total t-tbar cross-sections which is useful to 

constrain PDF  fits. Results for normalised spectra are in back-up

• The top data are used in addition to  the HERA I+II combined data,  and the 

ATLAS W,Z 7 TeV data  – so the fits ATLASopWZtop18 are an extension to 

ATLASepWZ16

• Note the top data and W,Z data are complementary – top affects the gluon, 

whereas W,Z affects the quarks. 

• Conclusions on top are similar if W,Z is removed

Correlations between the top 8 TeV data and the W,Z 7 TeV data are small—this was 

considered in the t-tbar/Z paper arXIV:1612.03636

Correlations between the top 8 TeV lepton+jets and dilepton data are also small—

except fro the common luminosity

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-017/
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The most constraining top distributions are pT
t , yt yttbar, mttbar and they mostly 

constrain the high-x gluon

Here correlation coefficients for each bin of each spectrum with the gluon 

PDF are plotted as a function of x (from arXIV:1611.08609)
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Recently the statistical correlation matrices between the spectra have been evaluated

This information is added to the HEPDATA entry for the lepton+jets spectra

Tables 167,168,169,170,172,173,174,176,177,179

https://www.hepdata.net/record/84154

Tables 29,31,27,23 for the distributions themselves

The most constraining top distributions are pT
t , yt yttbar, mttbar and they mostly constrain 

the high-x gluon

But until VERY recently no more than one spectrum could be fitted at once 

Because the statistical correlations between the spectra were missing

https://www.hepdata.net/record/84154
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Form of the χ2 for correlated systematic/statistical errors

i
Where μi is the measurement for point i, mi is the prediction, γi

α is the fractional systematic 

error on point i from source α and δ’s are statistical and uncorrelated systematic errrors

for additive for multiplicative
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For top 

Mitov et al issued fast grids at NNLO: arXiv:1704.08551 to facilitate PDF fitting using 

FastNLO.  These can be used for the lepton+jets channel

For the dilepton channel MCFM NLO Applgrids are used with NNLO/NLO k-factors 

from arXiV:1611.08609

Mitov et all also issued Electroweak corrections arXIV: 1705.04105 these are included 

as k-factors

The predictions for yt yttbar, mttbar are made for renormalisation and factorisation scale 

HT/4, where

Whereas the predictions  for pT
t use the scale mT/2 where

And mt= 173.3 GeV. 

These scale choices are taken from Czakon, Heymes, Mitov, arXIV:1606.03350

Predictions for HERA DIS and  ATLAS W,Z and Top

The formalism to relate PDFs to the DIS cross sections is text book stuff we only have to 

define the input PDFs and standard programmes do the rest

arXIV:1612.03016
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As usual in PDF fitting a parametrisation is assumed at a low scale Q2
0

Where xqi(x) are the quark distributions                          and 

The gluon distribution has an extra term

Which allows larger uncertainties at small-x.

The valence and gluon normalisations are set by the number and momentum sum-rules

A few other constraints are applied to the low-x sea-such that ubar=dbar at very low-x,

But the strange normalisation is free --as for the ATLASepWZ16 fit.

The fit begins assuming Pi(x)=1 and parameters D,E,F are added to each distribution 

until there is no further improvement in χ2---saturation of the χ2.

Some extra parameters can nevertheless change the shape of the PDFs and these are 

included as part of the parametrisation uncertainty. 

Assumptions on the low-x sea are also varied as part of parametrisation uncertainty

PDF fits must also assume values for the starting scale Q2
0=1.9GeV2, the minimum 

Q2=10GeV2 of input data, the charm and beauty masses mc=1.43, mb=4.5 GeV and 

the strong coupling αS(MZ)=0.118

All of the input values are varied as part of the model uncertainty
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First consider one spectrum at a time INCLUDING statistical correlations bin-to-bin

The χ2 for the HERA and ATLAS W,Z are similar to when they are fitted without top—

there is no tension

χ2 for pT
t and 

mttbar are good

Both pT
t and mttbar spectra harden the gluon in comparison to just ATLAS epWZ

(HERA +ATLAS WZ2011)
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Now consider one spectrum at a time INCLUDING statistical correlations bin to bin

The χ2 for the HERA and ATLAS W,Z are similar to when they are fitted without top—

there is no tension.

The χ2 for these rapidity spectra does not improve much even if the high-x gluon 

parametrisation is extended with D, E and F terms

χ2 for yt and yttbar

are not good.

Both yt and yttbar spectra soften the gluon
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Compare fits first adding one spectrum and then two

Now try the spectra two by two accounting for BOTH statistical and systematic 

correlations between the spectra

yt has a 

stronger pull 

than pT
t

mttbar has a 

stronger pull 

than pT
t
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This Table shows fits to (pT
t and yt) and (pT

t and mtt) simultaneously.

In all cases the correlated systematics between the spectra are included.

The correlated statistical uncertainties are used by default but are also switched off 

to assess their impact.  This makes it clear that the statistical correlations are NOT 

the source of the bad χ2

None of these top χ2 is satisfactory BUT the pT
t + yt χ2 is only a bit larger than 

the added sum of the pT
t and yt separate fit χ2 = 26.2, so the main problem here is 

the poor fit to yt

whereas the pT
t +mttbar χ2 is much larger than the sum of the pT

t and mttbar

separate χ2 = 11.3-

This is surprising since the fits to the individual spectra are good

NOW try fitting 2 spectra at a time: (pT
t and yt) and (pT

t and mttbar ) 

-------------------------look at the χ2 for these fits 
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Since the source of the poor χ2 is not the statistical correlations look at the 

systematic correlations. Should they ALL be correlated between the spectra?

Three particularly LARGE systematic uncertainties are the sys isr/fsr (~8%) and the sys-

ps_model (~5%) and the hard scattering model (~4%). These are ‘2-point systematics’.

The treatment of correlated systematics as nuisance parameters means that they can 

introduce correlated shifts in the predictions. Examining the shifts due to these 3 sources 

shows that the mttbar spectrum induces an opposite shift to the other three spectra, when 

the spectra are fitted separately. When fitting together the shifts are forced to be the 

same ---if 100% correlation is assumed between the spectra.  E.g. the common 

nuisance parameter for the Parton Shower uncertainty when fitting pT
t and mttbar

together is -0.32 ± 0.10, which suits neither spectrum.
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Let’s investigate decorrelating these sources of systematic uncertainty between the 

spectra, while preserving bin-to-bin correlations within the spectra.

First decorrelate all 3 sources simultaneously and then decorrelate one at a time.

This shows us that it is the decorrelation of the parton shower systematic which is the 

most significant (with the isr/fsr uncertainty a close second)

The effect of decorrelation is marginal for the pT
t and yt spectra, as expected since the 

shifts induced by these spectra are similar when they are fitted separately. The 

resultant χ2 is closer to the sum of the χ of the separate fits (26.2) but is not changed 

much

The effect of decorrelation is dramatic for the pT
t and mttbar spectra, now that the shifts 

are allowed to be different. (The separate nuisance parameters are -0.47 for pt and +0.10 for 

mtt). The resultant χ2 is close to the sum of the χ2 of the separate fits (11.3)

The resultant shape of the gluon barely changes when these systematics are 

decorrelated- the main effect is the improvement in χ2
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All uncertainties fully correlated

100% correlation has a marginally stronger pull on the gluon and a marginally 

smaller uncertainty

Compare parton shower uncertainty 

correlated/decorrelated

The resultant shape of the gluon barely changes when these systematics are 

decorrelated- the main effect is the improvement in χ2
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Now look at t-tbar data in the dilepton channel

Dilepton 8 TeV data from HEPDATA for 1607.07281 

In this publication dileptons are used to reconstruct top variables, the decay lepton 

variables themselves are not used. (NO NNLO predictions)

There are the yttbar, mttbar spectra for the dilepton mode

There are TOTAL covariance matrices for these data within each spectrum but not 

between them so you can only fit ONE at a time.

Use 8 TeV data because there are no NNLO predictions for the 7 TeV

Just as for the lepton 

plus jets channel the 

mttbar spectrum 

somewhat hardens 

the gluon, whereas 

the yttbar spectrum 

softens it– in both 

cases marginally

And in both cases the fits have good χ2. 

NOTE this is NOT because they have 

larger errors than the lepton+jets, the 

total level of accuracy is comparable 

between di-lepton and lepton+jets
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Compare this fit 

• To HERA +ATLAS W,Z alone –harder gluon, smaller uncertainties

• To HERA+ATLASW,Z + top pT
t and mttbar from lepton+jets, shows yttbar from dilepton

has some softening effect, and some marginal further reduction in uncertainty

Make some choices. 

• Take pT
t and mttbar from lepton+jets with parton shower uncertainty decorrelated

• Do not take yt and yttbar from lepton+jets because of poor χ2

• Instead take yttbar from dilepton data – this also softens gluon and has good χ2
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Compare yttbar from lepton+jets and dilepton channels to the predictions of this fit

(NOTE yttbar from lepton+jets was not included in the fit)

There is a trend of the yttbar lepton+jets data that is hard to fit despite comparable level of 

total uncertainties 

BUT for the dilepton channel statistical (uncorrelated) uncertainties are a larger 

contribution to the total

--- correlated systematic uncertainties matter

Other data fit comparisons in back-up
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However so far we have only considered uncertainties on the fit coming from 

input experimental data.

There are also uncertainties from model and parametrisation assumptions.

We consider varying these as follows 

Additionally we consider variation of mass top  172.3 < mt < 175 GeV. Changing the top mass has 

very little effect on the PDFs although the χ2 is sensitive to it—preferring the default value

(0.116 < αS(MZ) < 0.120) – these variations affect the shape of the gluon and are supplied 

as alternative PDFs rather than folded into the uncertainty –as is conventional for 

PDFsets, which are compared at fixed αS(MZ) values.

The parametrisation uncertainty is the envelope of results obtained with extra 

parameters. Either extra D,E, F parameters in the polynomial Pi(x), or relaxation of the 

low-x sea constraints. 

The only significant parametrisation variations are 

i) freeing the low-x strange sea slope Bs and

ii)    adding extra terms to the main term of the gluon PDF (1+Dgx)
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Valence and sea are not much affected 

by the model and parametrisation 

uncertainties

Gluon is affected at high-x

The fractional uncertainties show the effect 

of model and parametrisation uncertainty 

more clearly ---for gluon and sea

Comparison epWZ shows

hardening of the gluon

Add model and parametrisation uncertainties: ATLASepWZtop18 PDFs
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FINALLY compare the new fit with HERA, ATLAS WZ2011, ATLAS 

top2012-- called ATLASepWZtop18- to global PDFs
This is easy because it is now on LHAPDF and we can use APFEL

The harder gluon of ATLASepWZtop18 -as 

compared to ATLASepWZ16 -is in better 

agreement with MMHT14, CT14, NNPDF3.0

And also OKAY with NNPDF3.1
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Recently the statistical correlation matrices between the spectra have been evaluated
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Using the statistical correlations gives a somewhat harder gluon and a larger decrease 

in the uncertainty of the gluon at high-x

First consider the effect of the bin to bin statistical correlations 

Compare a fit to the pT
t spectrum with and without statistical correlations

Small but significant difference
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This one is not 

in the fit but is 

well described
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Fitting normalised spectra 

When fitting spectra separately these give similar result to fitting the absolute—and are 

somewhat less constraining

But the situation  wrt correlations could be different -in fact in this case it is the hard 

scattering model which is the most significant systematic. We consider decorrelation of 

this systematic.

There is a different Table of statistical correlations for the normalised spectra AND when 

fitting we remove one data point per spectrum (in practice the last one which is least well 

determined) to allow for the common normalisation.

Despite the differing pattern of systematics the results are similar to those found when 

fitting absolute spectra.

Fits to yt+pt are poor and soften the gluon

Fits to mtt+pt are poor, if all systematics are fully correlated, and harden the gluon

Fits to mtt+pt are good, if the hard scattering systematic is decorrelated between the 

spectra, and harden the gluon, with a similar shape to that of the correlated case.
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The results with decorrelation of the hard scattering 

systematic between spectra


